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ABSTRACT 
-------
This study formulates the strategy and structure for the 
development of a medium with which to promote the use of 
CAD/CAM applicatior1s 1n a pr·odLtction envi r .. orln1ent. This 
thesis focuses on the manufacturing engineering functional 
r-espon~;i bi 1 i ti es in the prodLtct devel c>pment and manLtf actLtre 
cycle. However, the thesis Conclusion addresses the 
transfer<=tbil:it·y of the concep·ts t.o other· engineer-ing groLlps. 
1-he app,,-oach L.tsed for development of this mediLtm is based on 
t. h e f <J l 1 o ~"" i n t:;) p r em i s e : the growth in computer applications 
of tec:hr1ology is. changing the tools with which engineers 
accomplish their job tasks. Therefore, the user acceptance 
.of these production systerr,s 1 s an i rr, po r t an t s i t Lt at i on 
f a c i r1 t;.1 t c> d a y :s s t) Lt s i n es~; • The development of SLtch tcJols is 
very costly and must 
begi r;s. 
b e j L\ st i f i e d be f or- e i mp 1 err, en t at i o r1 
these pr- ad lJ <: t i on a pp l i c at i c> n s ca r1 
be me<:\SLtr- ed IJ y "Lt ser ,., ac: c ept. an c (:a. In this context, the user 
l1Ji t.t10\Jt clc:ceptance, ,the 1s the enginee~ and his management. 
applications will not be used and the benefit that justified 
their implementation will never be realized. User acceptance 
will be gained through the establishment of intra-department 
Ltser· ·i:;J r· awt. h. 
l 
The medium proposed to propagate user professional growth in 
the use of CAD/CAM technologies is based in four concept9. 
The first concept is to have a formal interface between the 
user and center of 
structure and clarity. 
competence to provide organizational 
The second concept is to provide a 
Ltnique focal point within a Ltser department or work unit to 
promote growth from within. The third concept is to 
develop a responsive vehic:le tcJ evaluate standards~ 
methodologies, and project requirements as to their impact 
or· mutLtal benefit to the inter·disciplinary group. ·rhe final 
concept of the medium is to establish continLlous management 
awarf:"?ness. ·rhis reslJlts 1n enlightened decision i npLtt and 
commitment to efficient operations through the use of 
pr·odLlLtion CAD/CAM applications where approp1~iate. 
The components and structure of the medium are analyzed with 
f i £0 l d ;; Ll r· -...; e y cl at. a f 1-- oil) i n d Ll st r- i · i:\ 1 en v i r· C) n rr1 e 11 ·t s • The resLtl ts 
thl (:-- .. ;) the str·ategy emp 1 oy·ed for the 
f C) t·- m Lt 1 c:·, t i c) r-, of t. h i s ,n e cl :i Lt rn .. 
The '.thesis body culminates with the reco,nmendation for 
i mpl ementati or, o-f tt1i s med i Ltm 
. 
J. n tl1e rr1anLlf actLtr i ng 
engineering fLtnction. This recommencjation will r·ealize the 
potential benefit from the production use of CAD/CAM 
technologies within an or·ganization. 
'"'l 
.. .. _ 
INTRODUCTION 
-------------
2.1 Title 
The scope of this stL\dy 1 s the devel opnlent of a medi lJm with 
which to integrate the manufacturing engineering functional 
responsibility with CAD/CAM technologies. This medi Ltm is 
formulated from basic components with an organizational 
st. r Ll c t lJ ,.-· e t o pr· o v i d E~ a r·, e f f e c t. i v e me a r, s of realiz:ir)g the 
benefits which justified CAD/CAM applicat.ion or system 
d eve l op ,nen t.. I have proposed the name for this vehicle to 
be TEC:Ht~ I C)UE. l"hi s acron·ym descr· i bes a med i L\m for 
·rECHn i c: cl 1 , New, Innovc.=tt.i \Je, and QLtal it. y 
Ef fee ti ,.,.er1ess. ·rt-ii s name 1 s Llsed t.hroL,gf-10Llt this docLlment 
1 n r·· c~ f ,et-· en c e t o t. h e in e cj i L\ iTl • 
2.2 Current Situation 
·r he 't ec: tl fi O 1 (J\:;}. i E~ ~;; o·f Design and Computer 
A i. de d Man tl + a c ·t L.l r- €~ <CAD/CAM) are realizing geometric series 
( l ) .. ·r h i S g F" CH.., t. I, i S b a S (~ <:I CH") ·t h E~ m cl t. Ll ,,.. i rl g Of 
"?" 
..:.• 
., 
r 
existing 20 design/drafting software and the introduction 
of production use 30 geometric modeling software (2). These 
sof t.war-·e gains ar·e coLtpl ed with harclware advances and a 
reduction 1n cost of the compute unit (3). These factors 
will be cbrnbined with the initial standardization work for 
CAD/CAM data structure and primitives - IGES ( 4) • The 
restJl t wi 11 ,::\l low the development of integrated CAD/CAM 
systems built on applications of the technologies. 
The integrated system uses the tools indicative to a 
particular application to process basic geometric data to 
the output forn1at desired in the most effective manner. The 
system integration is modeled b·y "corr,rr,on cjata" that 1S 
avai 1 at)l e to al 1 app1 i c:ati ans ancl i nter·connec:t.ed by a data 
management operating environment. An 2nalogy of this 
integrated system concept with multiple applications would 
be: to desigh and draft (20) or geometrically model 
d l• C" . -· r· (::l t· (=.l 
_:,. L. ... .. -· part with the most efficient application wh i cl, 
will write to the system database. Then~ this same basic 
dat.cl wi· 11 r·et.r i e~ved a1,d LU5ed within an analysis 
a pp 1 i c ct t· i on t c) Et. s c er t ,:\ i n des i g n s L\ i t ab i 1 i t y + or pr- o d Ll ct 
+ \J ri c:: t i c> n i, 
Figure 1 presents a graphic display of an Integrated CAD/CAM 
System. 
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Fi gLtr e 1 
·rhe acjvar,c:es o+ the c;A[)/C;AM technologies hc:\Ve pt-o,noted the• 
develo~>rr1ent o+ man·y applications to assist tl,e manLt-factLtring 
of p , .... <Jcl Ltc: t. , I:." ) \ ,_J • These applications ch-ange the tools with 
w h. i c J-, en g i nee,,- s a c G: om p 1 i s ti t 11 e i r f Lt n c: t i on al r- esp o r1 s i b i 1 i t y .. 
The high degree of information management and integration 
required in the task does not allow a manual methodology to 
be effective (6). 
technologies are going to p1,..cJvi de ·t h e b - <= · 1· <-. c:\ :::> • .:> 
synergistic success 1 r1 the w or l d --w i de· man Lt f a c ·t Ll r i n g 
5 
I 
2.3 CAD/CAM Benefits 
The implementation of a CAD/CAM technology as a production 
tool r- e q Lt 1 r es t h at the application development and 
ope r at i cJr) cl 1 costs be jLlstified against proposed benefits. 
The justification process will typically gener-ate extrinsic 
and :i nt.r- i nsi c valLtes for SLlCh an a1::ipl i c:ati on. The 
e~<trinsj.c value 1s a benefit that can be readily converted 
·LlSl ng a monetary standard. This type of value may be 
stipulated as a redLtc·tion in a time resource. However- , ti me 
1 s Lll t. i mc:,t.el ·y r·edLtced tc> m<::>ney. ·rhe intrir,sic valLle 1s 
<: on S°> i ci er· ab 1 ·y mo r- e d i f f i c Lt 1 t to q L\ ant i f y 1 r1 t er- rr, s of ,no n et a r y 
st an cl a r· d s • ·rradi ti (JJlal j Lt=> t i f i c at i on 
. 
1n application 
development and operatiorl 1s based solely on the extrinsic 
v c:\ l Lt e t> <= r1 e f i t: s .. Synergistic benefits would normally be 
ignored in th.is app~oach~ 
of CAD/CAM tec~1nologies to the engineering 
envi ror1rr1ent o+ tc)day does not W h O 1 1 y <,:; Ll p p Or t tt1 i S 
justification tradition. F~E~SE·~c,rc: h :i s b e i r1 t;) L\ n de r t c, k e r1 t o 
attempt to qLtant.i fy the for-mer i n·tri rlsi c val Ltes pr·odLtced by 
<=' r, a p p l i c E, t i <:> n . In pr·actice today, t. r) e Ll s e <:> f t: hes e v a l Ll es 
1 s i 11 c: l Ltd e d Lll1 cfe r t t1 e he~~ d i 1, g of II c r· eat i v e a c c o Ll n t i n g • " T t1 i s 
con d :i t i c> r, 1 s 11 crt c\'c: c e IJ t. e d b ·y ,n ar) y b Ll s i n es s ,nan age mer, ts • 
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The benefits that can be derived from the production use of 
CAD/CAf'1 applications . 1n the engineering fLtnctions of the 
product development and manufacturing cycle are the: 
Red Ltc: ti on . 1 fl discrete manufacturing lead 
t i ,n e ( ML 1· ) • 
Re <j Lt c:: t i <J n 1 rl t h e " p r· c1 d Lt c t t o mar- k et " c y c l e • 
F~ e d Ll c t i on i n en g i nee r i rag 
p r- o d Lt c: t. ~; I, :i p p e d • 
effort reqLti red per 
CL,1,s:i st.ency in thE-:? qL1al it y o+ prodLtct as~5oc i ated 
doc Ltrner, tat i or-,. 
Increase in the pr-oduct~s design stability (6)~ 
The benefit summary for CAD/CAM logy implementation 
!!-Ji th ar) i. mp r t) v e d s c J-i e cj L.t 1 e ( ·7 ) • 
consistent quality, 
This summary 1s the goal 
1n touch with the competitive of every business unit that .l <:· • .::> 
spirit: o-f m cl n ·Ll -f a c t L.l r· i r1 g in the CLtr1'-ent bLtsi ness 
er, vi 1r-cJrlrnen t .. can be obtained through the 
st r Ll C t Ll r- e d in ·t r-odLlC ·ti ar1 of CAD/CAM technologies into our-
Manufacturing Engineering environment. 
.... _,,,, 
.. 
2.4 User Acceptance of Production Applications 
i nt1--odLtct i 011 of CAD/CAM technologies 1S 
accomplished by the production use of CAD/CAM applications 
i mpl ernentecj) to per+ or,n th(:a manLtf actLlr i ng 
en g i nee t- i n g ·f Lt r, c t i on cl l responsibilities. ·rt-1e di st :i net ion 
should be noted that p er f o ,.- ,n i rl g a j ob r- esp on s i b i 1 i ·t y w i t h 
comp Lt ·t er· ancj 
concepts. This 
11 sat i sf ir)g the t ,, sys e,-n 
StLtdy concentr-ates on 
establishment of the first concept. 
are 
tt1e 
1- r, e pr Cj d Lt ct i on tJ s e of ar1 .application can be dir-ectly 
transposed to user ac:c:eptance of that application. ·rhe· 
spec i ctl case v-Jh ere this a>~ i cJrr, v-JCJLl 1 d not hold 1s when 
application use policy is dictated to the user engineer. 
'fhi s environment would cr-eate many sitL,ations that 
TECHNIQUE would not be qualified to solve. 
fact.ors that contribute to user acceptance and the·r-·efore .. . 
success of a CAD/CAM application. 
' 
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2.5 Factors of a Successful Application 
The factors that contribute to CAD/CAM application success 
are presented in the following paragraphs. These factors 
are considered 1n the literature (8) to be necessary for a 
S Ll CC e S Sf Ll 1 application of new tech11ol ogy. However, every 
application 1s directed toward a specific user grOL.lp. 
Therefore, these factors should not be viewed as sufficient 
for the success of every unique application. 1-he resoLtrces 
allocated to each factor will be suggested by the nature of 
that appl i cat i or·,. "fhi s allocation process . 1s an "art" 
r-ather than a cjeter-ministic: process sLtpported by algorithm. 
{~ppl icat.ions c)f new technology will always be faced by 
r- es i st an c e t o L.l s e . Stated earlier, production use of the 
system generates bene+it.s that j. Ll ~; t i f i e d its 
i mp l err,en tat i C)Jl. 1·heref ore.!'. resi star1ce? to use mLtst be 
cJver· c on1E-?. i ~-:; r) o t ·t o be i 11 i t: :i at e d w he-? n a c: P, D I c; AM 
1s placed 1n F~ather, it is an a I=) p l i c at i o 11 
evol Ltt. i or1ary ~:>r·ocess ~4.Jh i ch app 1 :i c:at ion 
development begins and continues throughout the life cycle 
of the application. ·r1~1 i s 11 evol L.1t. i or1 o+ Ltser 2\c:cepta11ce" is 
compr i !:;ed o+ critical play~r ownership, edLtcat ion 
c c>mff,Ltri i cation, c om,n :i ·t ,nen t. a.ncl SLtpport, 
organizational dynamics, and critical team competence. 
2.5. 1 Critical Player Ownership 
The cr·itical _pl ayers . 1n the application of c:AD/CAM 
technologies to the manufacturing engineering function are 
the management . engineers, and SLlpport personnel. The 
concept of owner sh i ~> J.s established by the active 
participation of these users in the total application 
implementation process. ·rhe owner-ship feeling is grown v-Jhen 
the . L\:~er· 1 s 
proc:ess. 
a functioning part of a phased 
Preli ,ni n.ary Investigation, 
(3ener-al Design, Detailed 
application 
Detailed 
Design, 
Implementation, and Evaluation are the six phases of this 
prc)ces~> (9) • Aft. er Implementation, the ownership concept 
1 s c on t i n Lt e d t h r o L.l g f-; Lt s E· r- p a r- t i c i p at i on in all SLtppor·t 
i:tC ti Vi t ·y. User participation 1s directed thr-ough a focal 
within the work group or depc:~r t,nent. 1· t1 i S f 0-C a 1 
p·o i n t. i s t- e f ce r r· E~ d t. o ,~-\ s c:, 11 k E.' y L\ s er· .. " 
l' hf~ L.l s er 1 s t l-i e so L.l r· c e c.; f i n f or- mat i on t o th e c on t en t of h i s 
war k tasks. T'h :i ~5 1S tcJ the 
implementation process. This information is merged ~"Ji ti, 
CAD/CAM technology and the strategic plan (10) to provide an 
application about which the user says: 
l.'"Jor ks + or· me !. '' The lcigistic~ of user 
II ·r 11 i s a pp 1 i C at. i Ori 
involvement must be 
wel 1 pl ar1r1~?d to provide ef-f ect.i ve Ltse of this r·esoLtrce. 
1 (} 
2.5.2 Education and Communication 
EdLtcat ion of the "stakeholders" 
. in 
application of new technology wi 11 
commLtnication thr oLtghDLlt the~ phases 
the 
ensLtr-e 
prodLtcti on 
effective 
of devel <Jpment, 
implementation, and production use. These stakeholders, 
the critical players, will be able to provide realistic 
performance goals for the man-machine application. These 
goals will be 9§Qerated from a common knowledge base result-
ing from application education. These goals will be g~taio~~ 
because they are formulated by enlightened participants who 
will use the application. 
The educated user will not only productively execute his 
job responsibility~ he will also be 
gene1.- ,':\t :i rlg a pi:) 1 i c: at :i or, s. ·rt-) is 
. 
1S the p<:>i nt at 
which the application proves successful and synergistic. The 
who is using the application to perform his· job responsi-
bilit:iesa EdLtc:at i or1 for· t.he st<:ik.el'.""101 d·er- does not end ~ ... ,i th 
Re-education will be necessary as the 
man-machine system matures~ 
the business needs changea 
t· 
personnel are reassigned, and 
1 l 
\ 
2.5.3 Management Commitment and Support 
ManagemE~nt 
SLlccess of 
conHni tment. is another important 
an man Lt f a c t L.l r i n g 
. . 
eng1neer-1ng 
factor . 1n 
application 
CAD/CAl1 technology. App 1 :i c:at ion development C ,::\n 
SL.\P p or-t ed by mar1agement However-, 
the 
of 
be 
this 
s Ll pp o ,.- t. m Lt st pr· o v i de a Ll n i f i e d , so 1 i d d i rec t i or, • 
commitment is a concept deeper than just words. 
Mar,agement 
Ma11ager i al 
b eh av :i c> r· f or successful applications includes a continuous 
signal to th~ employee or Ll SE-?r .. ·rhis signal is comprised 
of ac:t i ans and wo, .... els. SLtccessf Lll applications have 
managements that clearly act as advocates of tt1e system. 
Examples of management commitment to an a pp 1 i c: at i on ~"Jo Ll 1 d · 
i r)c1 Ltde: 
r'. ec: og n i t. i c>r-, c:trl d r· e~"Jar d f ·ot- ap pl :i c: at :i c>rl Ltser 1;. 
- sponsorship of application development (hardware, 
softwa~e~ standards, and methodology). 
participation in gr-oup application 
c o tn m Lt r) i c: at i on .. 
2.5.4 Organizational Dynamic• 
Th~ organizational dynamics factor of 
supports change 1n the organization 
application SLlccess 
required to more 
effic:iently accomplish a work task LlSl r1g CAD/CAM 
applications. 1-he ter·m "organization" 1n this broad sense 
means a collective effo~t to accomplish a common goal. This 
o ;,- g an i z at i on c an b e e >, em p 1 i f i e d b y : a man L\ f a c t L.l r i n g pr- o c es s , 
quality assurance activity, 
production control, wor~, methods, and work measurement. 
Appl :i cat i or,- of c:AD/C:AM techr,ol ogy wi 11 affect the 
traditior1al or-gc:,nizations of a bLtsines~; as described in tt·1e 
e>~ amp 1 <~ abcJ·ve. These effects must be examined throughout 
the growth of the application. The change brought about by 
new t E~ ch n al o t:J )I ,n Ll st ·t t-, er, b e Lt n de r· st. o c> d by t. he ma Ii age men t 
team and the user group. This activity must occur prior to 
ap~Jl :i cati c>n i r·, p I em en t. at i c> n • T'hen, the or-ganization will 
d y n a ,n i c a 1 1 y t: J-, an g e ~"Ji t rl the g r- ow t t1 o + t he a pp 1 i c at i on and 
the l l c:~r··c· .. -> t;;; :::, • In t Ii :is ,nanner-, no stepped changes 1n the 
orgi::\ni zat.ion \.-'Ji 1 1 cor1cept al 1 ows 
e Vo l Ll ·t i On i Ii the organization and limits resistance to the 
or1ew ·te.c;:hr1ology. 
•. 1. ,w .. 
·-· 
2.5.5 Critical Team Competence 
A successful application of CAD/CAM technology will require 
the following roles to be employed throughout the phases of 
implementation and SLlpport. These roles are each Ltsed . 1n 
varied degrees 1n this process. 
E-:ntr-epren·eLtr- ... this t-01 e t-eal i z es the opportLtrl it i es 
available when developing an application 
for manufacturing engineering. 
Sponsor this role is r-eqLti red to advocate the 
Ltse and ,ner it. of the ,'='PP 1 i cation. He 
would also provide the resources needed 
for application implementation. 
·rech. Leader - this role preserves 
new technology in 
that maximum benefit 
t. I .. ) e e f f <:> r t e ~-~ p er, cj e d • 
the content of 
the application so 
can be derived for 
c:atal yst this role is responsible for invoking 
<: h c1 r) g e a rl <j i ,n p 1 em<-? r, t i r, g par· t i c i p at. i c> n 1 n 
the application development process. 
I r, t. f?. ,;, r- a t. CJ r- t. ~l i s r· <J 1 e p Ll 1 1 s t cJ ,:;:i et h er t he ,.-es c> Lt r- c es 
for the application so that it meets the 
needs of the user. 
tl1i~; role 
r·espec·t to 
IJerf ormance 
l. 4 
coor-di nates effor·ts 
schedule, content, cost, 
measLtres. 
with 
and 
" 
2.5.6 Summary of Success Factors 
User acceptance 1s the key to a SLtccessf Ltl CAD/CAM 
Acceptance can be measured by the use of the application. 
pr- D d Ll C t i On applicat.ion accomplishing one's job 
responsibilities. This use will realize the benefits that 
justified implementation and it may generate many intangible 
benefits. User acceptance is dependent on the factors of a 
successful application as sum~arized in figur-e 2. 
FACTORS OF A SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION 
._. ............. - ..... _.. ......... _.. .............. ._ ..... _.. ................. _ .... ____ ......................................... .... 
0 Critical Player Owner-ship 
0 Education and Communication 
0 Management Commitment and Support 
0 Organizational Dynamics 
0 Critical Team Competence 
FigLtre 2 
2.6 Organizational Structure 
I , 
' ' 
The organizational 
shown in figure 3. 
structure model used in this thesis is 
ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
I EXTERNAL I· 1 ItHERNAL H CAD/CAM APPLICATIONS H PROGRAMJ·lING SUPPORT J 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
[ RESE
0
ARCH I 
. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
I CORP: CAD I 
. 
. 
• 
• 
I U~HVER°sITIES 11 CORP: CAM I 
. . 
. . 
. . ' 
. . 
. . 
I SOCIETIES I [ s1TEs I 
I SVSTEMS I 
. 
. 
. 
• . I APPLICATIONS I 
I MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING I 
' I I I DEPT. w I I DEPT. X I I DEPT. y II -DE-PT-. -z I 
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2.6.1 Organizational Communication 
The communication channels between the functions desc
ribed 
by the Organizational structure (figure 3) are all duplex 
or two-way. This is an important concept of the model
. l'he 
system of commLtnication between the functions m
ust be 
managed due to the growth 1n nLtmber and breadth 
of 
applicatic)ns available for rnanufactLtring use~ 
2.6.2 CAD/CAM Staff 
Th·e J,eart. of this organization model consists of a CAD
/CAM 
Applica_tions groLtp (or center- of competence). ·rhi s group 
has no clirect product responsibility or alignmeht.
 The 
groLqJ 1 r·, SL.tp port of pl ant 
factory-wide 
ac: t. i \1 :i t.-y • 1-he mission of this gr·oup 1s to pr·omote th
e use 
technologies-, wher·e appropriate, to n,eet the manuf
acturing 
organization~s business objectives. This group coordirlates 
effor·t and represents Llser·~s needs for CAD/CAM techno
logies 
to marlagernen·t~ applications programm1r1g, a11d 
. t . 
- - . ~ ... " ' (-0 t g cl n .L .:.. cl • 1 Q n .::l • I11 car· p cJr· at i cJn s, t.he 
c:,-: t.ernal 
17 
organizations would be corporate Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (CIM) Program Of1:ice and Manufacturing Staff. 
The staffing r·eqLli red by the c;AD/CAM Appl :i cati ans groLlp 1 s 
a crit.ical factor· of the .. gr OLlp. S effectiveness. 
group~s emphasis is 1n the area of engineering applications 
for the manufacturing fLtnction. 
emLt l <3t e t.he application programm~ng 
·rhi s groL.tp does not 
and ar,al yst ef f or-t of 
ti rr,e passed. i-· h e r es Ll 1 t i n g h i st or ·y of t t1 i s st r Ll c t Ll r e 1 s 
de·scribed by Martin (11) and others as a product that: 
- was late in getting to the engineering user. 
-·- ~""as 2, n e f f (·? c: t. i v e " p r o g r· Et rr1 ,ll e , .... s t. a o 1 . 11 
did not meet the needs of the engineering user. 
The staff of the CAD/CAM center of c c>rr;~;et er1c: t-? is made lJp of 
individuals that have highly desirable qualities as related 
to such an assignment. These qualities are a combination of 
wha·t thE? sta·f+ member brings to the assignment 
d ev.e~ 1 c> p c?.c.1 111 tl-1at pc>r..;i ti on. ·r1,e i n d i v :i d Ll a 1 11 eecl s t t1 
possess the traits as summarized l fl tt1i S 
i::·rs s :i g r1 nl E~ rl t . ·. 
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TRAITS of tha CAD/CAM STAFF --................ _____________ ... ___________ _ 
1 • F' r- of es s i o rl a 1 , a g gr- es s i v e II sys t ems '' ass 1 g n -
ment appr-oach. 
2. Knowledge of the product life cycle with 
an understanding on how it r-elates to your 
b Lt ~s i n es s • 
3. Understanding of manufacturing engineering 
function objectives r-elating to product. 
4. Progressive attitude toward computers and 
compLtter applications in the wor·k place. 
=; • E ,n p at r) ~,' f or· t rl e a p p 1 i c at i o 11 Lt s er· • 
Fi QLll'-e 4 
Tl1ese tr· ai ts nLtt·tLtre t.r,e de-..,1el opment. c>+ 
is the life. blood of the CAD/CAM group. 
the knowledge that 
This development is 
a timely process in which individuals within the group will 
be at different stagesn The applications group staff 
traits can be established by many methods. 
Education 1s one way that this objective can be ,net. 1-he 
f c)rm c>+ t. t-, E1 E~ d L\ <: at. i C) r) can be internal ( V·J j_ t h i ri t.l"'1 e 
Applications group) or exter-nal. External education can be 
derived from corporate centers of competence, universities, 
professional SOC i et. i €-?S, conferr:-nces,. 
. . . 
c t1rl ~~L.t 1 tant s, and 
Ven d CJ 1,- S ,. 
Project assignment . 1 c· .!) another- way that is Ltsed to develop 
the staff of the CAD/CAM group. l"rli s ,nethod promote~; 
growth under the guidance of other group members while the 
project 1S progress1ngu ·rhi s metl'"lCJd has many advant.ages 
because it enforces knowledge that was gained 1n an 
edLJC: ;~ti or1 a 1 process - c-c\.:, de ~5 c: r· i bed above and tone~; the 
me m l:J er ;, s " met hod of a pp r o a ch II t o pr o l:.1 1 err, or- t ask so 1 Lt t i on • 
Figure 5 display~ the development goals of an effective 
CAD/CAM center of c·ompetence (CDC) staff member. -rhi s 
m f.? ,n b f2 I'" fTHJ st. c c> r) t i rl Lt e t. c> s t. r i v e f or Ll rl cl er st <":t n d i rl g 1 n c:\ n ever 
changing envtronment~ The hierarchy of figure 5 and its 
r·E"~l at i c)r)sh i p w:i t.h ·yoLtr bLlSi ness 1 s i ;nportant know1 edge to 
c om rn an c1 and v i t al t o s Lt c c: es s i n t h i s f i e 1 d • 
I LEADING EDGE PROTOTYPE APPLICATIONS I 
I STATE OF THE ART CADICAM APPLICATIONS I 
. 
. 
. 
. 
I COl1MON PRACTICE MFG. Et~GINEERING APPLICATIONS I 
2.7 Alternatives Available to Manufacturing Enginaaring 
The alternatives available to bLtsi ness given the 
background as presented above are limited. The business has 
already invested substantial resources in CAD/CAM. However, 
wide-spread user acceptance of these systems with the 
engineering people has not occurred. This is evident from 
the low usage applications are receiving in the engineering 
envi ron,nent. In some areas the application use may be 
extensive, but this is not the general case. 
., 
One alternat:i\.1e 1s trle "Do Nothing 11 alternative. This 
selection may show an apparent advantage with cost in the 
short r-Ltn. ·rhe pr-odLtction applicat:icJn Ltse will be allowed 
to continue on its current path. This evolutionary path 
over· ti me-~ c:an be evc.11 ttated as a GO or f\JO GO for the 
implementation of CAD/CAM technologies in the manufacturing 
. . 
eng1neer1ng groups. However!' the risks involved with 
retLtrn-i ng a NO GO j Lldgement are co11s:i derabl e. There will 
be a large amount of unrecoverable resources that were 
e!{pended. investments by strong corporations 
implementing CAD/CAM 1n hardware alone are tapping plant 
budgets for several million dollars a year. 
,-.1 1 
..:.. 
. , 
.. 
The second alternative would be in the form of a management 
fcJr- application Lise. manuf actLtri ng directive 
engineer would be presented 
Every 
with "condition of 
employment.,, Management of cr-eative pr-ofessionals histor-y 
has proven time and again that this would not be a feasible 
alter-native in the long run. Even short run gains have the 
potential to be offset by a loss of institutional mor-ale, 
lack of enthusiasm~ and absenteeism. 
The third alternative would involve a collective action 
between management, the CAD/CAM Applications group, and the 
manufacturing engineering users. These participants would 
togethet- SLtppc>r-t a "str-LtctLtred evolLttionary" process to 
develop user acceptance of CAD/CAM applications. 1-h is Ltser 
acceptance ~4Ji 11 1n turn generate the benefits to the 
organization that justified implementation effort. In this 
instance, realization of the justifing benefits would be a 
sl-,ort term gain. However~ the long term advantage of this 
alternative will be t.1-,e prof essi c>nal t:;Jr owth of the 
organization with respect tb CAD/CAM technologies. 
·rhe strLtctLlred evolLttionary process woLtld be formLtlated from 
components as described above. These components would then 
be molded by an organization structure that has been 
tempered by industrial experience . 
,, ,..\ 
.. . . 
........ 
FigLtre 6 displays the Problem Definition, Action SeqLtence, 
and Goals derived from the three alternativ&s as presented. 
The maJor node level presented in the figure maps to the 
situation that this stLldy 1s addressing - the Realization 
of CAD/CAM Benefits (level 1). Level 2 nodes refer to the 
Or-ganizational Readiness factor. l'his level is reached by 
an Ac:;·rION/NO ACTION decisi<Jn by the ar-ganization. Level :3 
holds the User Acceptance nodes. T'he action sequence thus 
far has provided some degree of user acceptance by 
implementing one of the three alternatives. The Goals are 
reached at level 4. This is the level where the CAD/CAM 
benefits are generated" These benefits are categorized as 
short term, long term, or ~on-existent. 
·r h i S St Ll d y W i 11 concentrate on the path through the Figure 
from nodes one through five. This path 1s established by 
a medium needed to integrate the manufacturing engineering 
functional responsibility with CAD/CAM technologies. I 
pr· op o s e t h i s med i Lt m t o b e 11 ·r E Cl·i N I Q LIE • 
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TECHNIQUE 1s a medium developed to provide the strategy and 
structure within an organization to promote the use of 
CAD/CAM applications 1n the engineering environment. This 
mission is accomplished through a structured evolutionary 
proce~ss. The medium integrates the engineering functional 
responsibility with technical, new, innovative, and quality 
application of CAD/CAM technologies for engineering user 
effectiveness. 
TECHNIQUE 1s established by presenting segmented components 
and then proposing an implementation cycle that integrates 
the c <Jn1p c)r1 eri t =>. This section of the study closes with an 
implementation plan and executive summary. 
3.1 TECHNIQUE Objectives 
The objectives of TECHNIQUE are presented here to begin the 
establishment of this medium. These objectives are based on 
' 
the facts as presented in the introduction. The facts are 
derived from current literature and toned by application 
implementation experience in this field (12). Each of the 
objectives is developed individually. Then, all objectives 
ar-e dr-awn together- in an intent strLtctLtr-e ( 13) to f ormLtl ate 
the overall r-elationship of TECHNIQUE objectives. 
User Acceptance 
The est.ab 1 i srlrnent of Ltser acceptance of a production 
application of CAD/CAM technologies 1s one objective of 
this mediLtm. User acceptance 1s measured by the use an 
application receives 
. 
1 r1 an 
. . 
en.g1neer1ng pr-odLtct ion 
er1\1i r-onment. User acceptance can be decomposed into the 
bas i c: f a c t or- s as pr-es e 11 t e d i n f i g Ll r e ·7 .. 
,_ ..... ·6 
" 
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The development and maintenance of an informed user 1s 
also an objective of this rnediLlm. ·rhe informed Ltse1,.. is a key 
element to the immediate and continued growth of production 
applications. The informed user will be an asset of the 
TECHNI.QUE medium. 
Department Self-sufficiency 
The evolution to department or work group self-sufficiency 
in supporting production CAD/CAM applications is a TECHNIQUE 
objective. Ltser commLtni ty affected by these 
applications is growing at a rate much faster than the 
application development. T·hese Ltsers reqLti re SLlpport 
unique to their work group or to the function that they 
con tr i bLtte to the organization. This support 1s generated 
and maintained within the department. 
Management Awareness 
The a~"Jc,r· eness of mc":\nage,nent to the potential effect of 
CAD/CAM technologies within their specific department, 
plant, ·site, or er,terprise 1s another obj:ective of this 
med i Ltm. This level of awareness 1s based on the raw CAD/CAM 
technologies and modulated with the implementation concerns 
unique to the environment as presented in figure 8. 'This 
enlighter)ed <-awar·eness provides realistic OLttlook or) the. 
applications of these technologies. 
/ 
I MANAGEMENT A~JARENESS I 
. 
. 
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. 
..................................... , ..................................... . 
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I BUSINESS0 STRUCT.1 I TECHNICA0L FUMCT. I 
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Implementation effort user participation 
The participation of user engineers 1n the application 
implementation process is an objective of TECHNIQUE. This 
parti<:ipat.ion fLtrthers the acc:L1racy of fL.ttLtre applications 
in meeting the needs of the user. This accuracy is designed 
into the application in much the same method as quality is 
designed into a product. 
1·.·-.9· 
•' ...... 
Canter of Competence resource management 
The management of the limited resources of 
the CAD/CAM 
Center of Competence is another objective of this medium. 
The growing number of applications and users d
ictates that 
the resources of this group be applied in the most 
effective 
manner. 1·his objective 1s a concern of both the supported 
engineering users and the management that 1s
 supporting 
these r·esources. 
Solve user problems and concerns 
The final objective of TECHNIQUE 1s to support the user· 
with solutions to his problems and conc
erns. This 
objective 1s. important to the evolu·tion of widespread 
production use of CAD/CAM technologies. T
his support 
. 
15 
typically required 1n the maintenance of 
production 
applications. This ob·jective is also a part of the general 
design phase 1n the sttlJc:tured application dev
elopment 
process (14). 
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3.1.1 Summary of TECHNIQUE objectives 
The objectives of this medium are summarized in figure 9. 
This format will support transition to the determination of 
the interconnections of these objectives. 
SUMMARY of OBJECTIVES for the TECHNIQUE MEDIA 
------------------------------- ..... ------------
---
1. User acceptance. 
,., 
...... Informed Llser. 
3. Department self-sufficiency. 
4. Management awareness. 
5. Implementation effort user participation. 
6. Center of Competence resource management. 
7. Solve user problems and concerns. 
FigLtre 9 
3.1.2 Interconnection of the objectives 
The in~ividual objectives of TECHNIQUE as presented 1n 
figur~ 9 are all related to the primary goal of realizing 
the benef i ·ts that jL1stified the 
application of CAD/CAM technology. 
-.. 1 .  
·-· 
devel <:>pment c>+ an 
This relationship is not readily apparent. Therefore, the 
subordinate matrix approach by Sage (15) is used to 
determine this relationship. The sLtbordi nate matrix 
appr·oach is a pair-wise compar-1son: "element '=i=' SLtbordinate 
to element i: j ;t • " l'h is r-el at i onsh i p is recor-ded in a matr-i }< 
for-mat as tr-ue = 1 and false= 0. Figur-e 10 1s the 
subordinate matr-ix for the objectives of TECHNIQUE. 
SUBORDINATE MATRIX 
FOR 
TECHNIQUE OBJECTIVES 
USER ACCEPTANCE 
l:NFORMED USER 
DEPT. SUBS~STANCE 
MGMT. AWARENESS 
XMPLEMENTATION EFFORT USER PARTiCXPATION 
CENTER OF COMPETENCE 
RESOURCE MGMT. 
SOLVE USER PROBLEMS 
ANO CONCERNS 
' 
·-::· r·:,· 
...... .:.:. 
r t I 
• 
,-. 
Ci 
Cl 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I O O O 0 I 0 
I I O O 0 I 0 
I I I O 0 I 0 
I I I O 0 I 0 
I O O O 0 0 0 
I I O O 0 I 0 
r 
The SLtbordinate matri)< of objectives is Ltsed to create ·an 
intent structure. "T·he intent strLtctLtre is a graphical 
representation of the objectives of TECHNIQUE as related to 
meeting the primary goal. 
the interpretation of 
This form of representation aids 
the interconnections that exist 
between objectives. The hierarchical intent structure for 
the objectives of TECHNIQUE is presented in figure 11. 
l REALIZE CAD/CAM BENEFITS I 
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• .
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3.2 Participation 
TECHNIQUE employs active participation 1n the growth of 
Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided Manufacturing 
within manufacturing engineering. This is accomplished by 
involving every department or work group whose management 
is committed to the TECHNIQUE cycle. Each department will 
participate in this medium through a representative. The 
department:- s r·epresentat i ve is designated the "key Ltser-. 11 
This key user concept is the basis of TECHNIQUE success by 
promoting the use of applications from within the work 
g r O Ll p Ll n i t . 
The key user is designated by the department manager. The 
CAD/CAr'1 Applications groLtp (figLtre 3) 
recommend a key user for a department. 
is in a position to 
This recommendation 
is based on observations during system training and in the 
associated learning curve thereafter. A key user can 
represent several closely related groups if this condition 
is preferable to management. This form of repr-esentation 
would be similar to the concepts of matrix management (16). 
The number of key users participating in TECHNIQUE will 
vary based on the number of applications, phase of the 
applications, and the associated department workload. 
74 
._ .. 
Fi QLlre 1 ,.., .L. graphically displays TECHNIQUE~s key Ltser 
representation concept. Attention must be directed to the 
bi-directional nature of the connections between the user 
departments and the TECHNIQUE medium. The key Ltser 
responsible for operating these channels efficiently. 
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The key user requires direct management support 1n order to 
maintain his responsibility to the mediLtm. ·rhe time 
resources for the TECHNIQUE cycle will be presented. 
Management support will therefore consist of making this 
time available and motivating the department to participate 
with the key user. The department will participate in 
intra-departmental CAD/CAM activities. The key Ltsers, 
assisted by the management will keep this medium active • 
. .,. c.-
. .:, w. 
TECHNIQUE direction for this key user is to develop a 
person within the work group that other member-scan rely on 
for day-to-day concerns. This direction 1s similar to the 
technical focal-point that 1s 1n place according to the 
department='s 
. . 
m1ss1on. ~<ey Ltser- development will lead to 
production application department self-sufficiency. The 
alphanumeric and gr-aphics terminals in a department work 
area will no longer be regarded as the CAD/CAM application='s 
.system .. -rh es e t er- mi n a 1 s w i 1 1 be c o rn e .. o L\ r system • " 
The key .. Llser · s role shoLtl cj be carefully integrated into 
current job responsibilities. It 1s not the intention of 
TECHNIQUE to transform key Ltser ,nanLlf actLtr-i ng 
. 
engineers 
into application engineers. 
The CAD/CAM applications group must fully support the work 
of the key users. Likewise, the key user must support the 
efforts of this group within his department. 1-hi s sLtpport 
should be readily available since the key user represented 
his department interests 1n the decision making or policy 
generating discussions. 
·.-=r6· 
·-· 
3.2.1 The key usar 
The profile of the key Ltser is 
. 
an aggressive i ndi vi dLtal 
that 1s knowledgable 1n his group's technical 
. . 
m1ss1on so 
that he would be available for TECHNIQUE participation. 
This individLtal must be adapted to the production systems 
LlSe. This adaptation 1s a combination of learned skills and 
attitude. The key user must have the ability to follow 
analysis of existing work methods on a functional basis, 
rather than a procedural basis. This promotes determination 
of more effective methods of operation. T. h i s at tr- i b Lt t e 1 s 
similar- to the concept of value engineering (17). It is a 
critical step in assessing the manufactLtr-ability of a part 
design - th-emission of manufacturing engineering. 
user profile summary 1s presented 1n figure 13. 
KEY USER PROFILE 
---·----·--·--------
A. Leader-ship 
B. Technical maturity 
C. Aggressiveness 
D. F·or·esi ght 
E. System adaptability 
o learned skill 
o at ti ·tLlde 
Fi gL\re 13 
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Participation in TECHNIQUE must be periodically reviewed to 
maintain efficient and innovative function. This . review 
may determine that a key user 1s not effective. 
user position should be reassigned 1n this case. 
The key 
This 
reassignment is a positive event for the department and for 
the medium. 
extreme care. 
However, reassignment should be addressed with 
This 1s suggested so that the individual 
realizes the positive affect of selecting another key user 
and the continued functioning of TECHNIQUE. This situation 
can be averted in may instances by management support in the 
required direction. 
TECHNIQUE ~,ey user assignment will be a· viable method to 
advance the skill level within a department 1n the long 
term. Caution must be used so that reassignment for this 
purpose 1s not done on a frequent basis. This situation 
will severely limit the benefit of TECHNIQUE to other 
participants. 
3.3 The TECHNIQUE Cycle 
The TECHNIQUE cycle 1s highlighted with TECHNIQUE sessions
. 
These sessions are held on two week interva
ls for a period 
of t~..,o hoLtrs. 1·hese sessions should have a set 
day of the 
week and standard time on that day. The ses
sion schedule 
is agreed to by the key users in advanc
e. This will 
alleviate the scheduling and distribution of 
each session 
notice to all members. Four to five sessi
ons can be 
schedLlled at one session with one notice bein
g distributed 
at the following session. This method will stre
amline the 
scheduling process for TECHNIQUE. 
A formal user group 
'fhe ·rECHNIGHJE sess1 ons are attencjed by t.he k
ey Ltsers 
re~resenting participating departments. The s
ession length 
of two hours may be modified to SLtpport the se
ssion agenda. 
·rhe agenda reflects the needs of the m
anufacturing 
en\;) i nee r i n g Lt s er· s • Therefore, a session may be shorte
r· but 
should not overrun the session schedule. 
·rhi s 1 s an 
important concept to maintain so that the k
ey users can 
plan their work schedule. 
•"!f' 9 •• . _,' 
The TECHNIQUE cycle is a structure of mechanisms bound 
together with a strategy for efficiency, innovation~ and 
member involvement (18). This cycle involves a two week 
interval. Figure 14 presents the typical TECHNIQUE cycle. 
THE TECHNIQUE CYCLE 
----WEEK 1----
I 2 3 
\ 
TECHNIQUE 
SESSION A 
4 5 
PROCEEDINGS 
DISTRIBUTION 
Information exchange 
6 7 I 2 
f\EWSLETTER 
Fi gL\r-e 14 
3 4 
DEPARTMENT . 
SESSION 
6 7 I 
I 
TECHNIQUE 
SESSION B 
TECHNIQUE session A starts week one of the cycle. The 
session proceedings should be available to all key users on 
the third day after session A. Session A agenda may also 
r eqLtl r-e that a ne\f-JS1 et ter" or notice follow-up the 
di SCLlSSi ans. This mechanism should be 
. 1n the hands of 
• 
4(> 
affected engineering users by day five of week one in the 
eye 1 e. This notice is generated by the CAD/CAM 
applications group and will be distributed through normal 
newsletter or notice distribution channels. 
The information distributed in week one of the cycle 
. 
1 s a 
SLtmrnary of ttpe- session's topics with solLttions and the 
technical presentation to all affected L1sers by the 
newsletter - if required. This information is the basis by 
which the key user schedules an informal department meeting 
during week two following TECHNIQUE session A. 
Department sessions 
The str-Ltc:tLtr-e of the i ntra-depart,nent.al meeting rnLlst be 
flexible enough to allow participation from all users 
within the department or work group. This meeting should 
be held to one hour in length. The participants can then 
plan to n\ake themselves available without severely 
impacting thei·r workload progress. This meeting would 
optimally have a set relationship 1n the cycle with respect 
to the TECHNIQUE sessions. 
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The successful department meeting will include 
components presented in figure 15. 
COMPONENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT SESSION _______ ...,.. ___________________________ _ 
1. Review of ·rECHNIQUE sess1 on - by the key user. 
2. Problem statements for the next TECHNIQUE 
session - by department participants. 
3. Methods sharing between department members -
by department participants and the key user. 
FigLtre 15 
3.4 Scope of the Medium 
the 
The scope of the TECHNIQUE medium must be clearly defined. 
definition promotes effective medium functioning. 
TECHNIQUE will not attempt to provide a solution to every 
situation the user can generate. This medium concentrates 
on installed production applications of CAD/CAM technology. 
This direction supports department self-sufficiency when 
using production applications. 
4 r') 
..:.. 
Structured user input 
The scope of TECHNIQUE is broadened somewhat to obtain 
structured input from the users for generating corporate 
policy. This input 1s required so that the focus on 
methodology, and applications supports the 
manufacturing engineering functional responsibilities. The 
need for accurate input from the manufacturing engineering 
user grows with the size of the enterprise. A strLlctLtred 
method to assess this input 1s an effective mechanism. 
Random attempts; to for-mLtlate thJ.s inpLtt. have been proven to 
exhibit low efficiency and cause process discontinuity 
Topics for TECHNIQUE 
Examples of topics for discussion in TECHNIQUE sessions are 
presented in figure 16~ These examples are to be used as a 
guide rather than an absolute table. However, these topics 
do provide insight into the scope of this medium. 
.. 4 .. -r 
·-· 
o Analysis requirements 
o CAD Modeling and structure 
o Data Base content and access 
a Engineering and Mfg. interface 
o File structure and nomenclature 
o Human Factors - Erg~nomics 
o Logon ID - Privilege tables 
o Methods interchange 
o ManLlfactLlr-ing review methods 
a Application standards 
a Systems Implementation 
a Mfg. Engineering Workstation 
FigLtre 16 
Topics outside the scope of TECHNIQUE or problems that 
require in-depth technical investigation are referred to 
the CAD/CAM applications group. This situation must be 
carefully orchestrated so that the two hour sessions are 
pr cJdLtc ti ve. This group productivity is achieved by working 
on problems whose solutions 
inter-·department medium. 
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are within reach of the 
The topics referred for investigation to the CAD/CAM 
applications group 
session's agenda. 
must be placed on the following 
This generates a follow-up mechanism to 
the key user group. This mechanism will assure timely 
status reporting to the TECHNIQUE medium. The status 
information for a referred topic will contain the direction 
the CAD/CAM group will use 1n pursuit of solution to a 
topic. In the event the topic merits no further effort, 
the status will contain a brief explanation of this 
situation. 
These topics -should be given a high priority by the CAD/CAM 
applications group . 1n performing preliminary 
investigation (20). This effort 1s required to determine 
if a topic warrants further development effort by the 
CAD/CAM group or applications . programming. The action 
responsiveness d referred topic receives in the feasibility 
study conducted by the CAD/CAM applications group will 
affect the continued effective functioning of the TECHNIQUE 
group. Further development effort on topics originating 
. 
1n 
this medium must stand on their own merit with respect to 
all outstanding projects for the Applications group-
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3.5 Technical support 
Technical support is required by TECHNIQUE in the forms 
similar to the "one on one" problem identification and 
problem resolution method Llsed . 1n many enterprises. 
However, the resultant benefit to the organization will be 
mLtch greater. l"he typical support mechanisms require one 
technical group member to respond to the concerns of one 
Llser. ·rhe benefit of this effort was not transferred to 
other users experiencing a similar situation. The technical 
support effort is supplied by both the CAD/CAM applications 
group and programming support function. These function are 
presented 1n the organizational model ( f i (~Ltre 3) for this 
st Ltdy. 
The CAD/CAM applications group and programming support will 
be employed to support a request for instruction or 
assistance in presenting a topic dLtr i rlg an i ntra-dep2,rtment 
meeting held by each key user. ·rhese reqLtests shoLtl d be 
scheduled in advance so that several departments requiring 
the same instruction can be serviced at one session. ·rhese 
special sessions may require programming support effort. 
·rhi s activi ·ty will be coordinated by the -rECHNIQUE 
moder at.or. 
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• 
The CAD/CAM applications group provides the moderator for 
the inter-departmental group. This moderator is selected 
as a CAD/CAM group member that has a working familiarity of 
present manufacturing 
. . 
eng1neer1ng methods. This member 
' 
manufacturing also supports the 
. . 
eng1neer1ng functional 
involvement in the product development and manufacturing 
cycle. The moderator 
. 
15 selected by his understanding of 
the CAD/CAM technologies implemented for production use and 
his developed interpersonal skills. 
The ·rECHNIQUE moderator is responsible for scheduling each 
session and generating the session agenda. This role of 
responsibility will 
particular topic 
applications group 
include the determination of when a 
ts to 
for 
be referred to the CAD/CAM 
fLlrther investigation. The 
moderator will track the pr-ogress of the referred topics 
and br·ing their statL,s to TECHNIQUE throL,gh the follow-up 
mechanism. 
In general terms, the moderator will direct TECHNIQUE using 
the structure and strategy presented 1n this document to 
meet t_he objectives <Jf the medium by operating within its 
scope. The moderator will report the progress of TECHNIQUE 
by formulating the medium awareness mechanisms. 
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3.6 Awareness Mechanisms 
. • 
. 
TECHNIQUE session progress 1S reported LISl ng three 
information exchange mechanisms. These mechanisms are 
selected to best serve the topic and user audience desired. 
These three mechanisms are the session proceedings, CAD/CAM 
nelt'Jsl et ter. 
. 
and management . reviews . The 
. 
session 
docLtmentat ion, when collectively organized, provides an 
excellent reference of TECHNIQUE. This documentation can 
be used for planning, presentation, and progress tracking. 
The most ef·fective collection of this documentation would 
be in a digital med i Llm. This can be accomplished 
. 
LlS1 ng 
personal computer word processing software. 1-he app 1 i cation 
can contain protected master files 
for- each mechanism. The EasyWriter-
that are 
(21) word 
. 
the oLttlines 
. pr-ocess1ng 
software 1s used as an example in this study. A master 
diskette is developed that contains the follol-"Jing file!:;. 
1. 
,., 
.,;_ . 
-r 
..:, . 
4. 
FILENAME 
SAMMDDY 
SF'MMDDY 
MRMMDDY 
I\ILMMDDY 
FILE FUNCTION ______ __. ............. _ ...................
Session Agenda Master Outline 
Session Proceedings Master Outline 
Management Review Master Outline 
Newsletter Master Outline 
Fi gL\re 17 
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The date of a session is recorded in the MMD
DY format. The 
"MM" digits represent the month nLtmber. The 
11 DD 11 digits 
hold the day of the month. The 
11 Y 11 digit is designated for 
the year (1985 = 5). 
Figure 18 displays this capability using 
the EasyWriter 
word processing software. 
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---· 
EasyWriter file System 
- APPEND A FILE L - LINK FILES 
- CLEAR SESSION 
- DELETE A FILE 
- EDIT A FILE 
- GET A FILE 
M - DISPLAY CATALOG 
P - PROTECT A FILE 
R - REVISE A FILE 
S - SAVE A FILE 
T - DISPLAY LINKS 
U - UNPROTECT A FILE 
X - EXIT TO DOS 
1 - SELECT DRIV 
2 - SELECT DR~V 
F2 - PRINT FILE 
F4 - ADON COMMA 
F7 - STOP PRINT 
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---
- SLOW/SPEED PRINT 
SAMMDDY 
NLt-1MD0Y 
256 11-19-84 
256 tl-19-84 
SPMMDDY 256 11-19-84 HRMMDDY 256 11-19-84 
Figt1re 18 
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3.6.1 Session Proceedings 
The . session proceedings are completed following the close 
of the TECHNIQUE session. The TECHNIQUE cycle (figure 14> 
incorporates proceedings availability to the key user on 
the third day following 
. 
a session. This information will 
summarize the topics discussed and the solutions presented. 
The proceedings will also include action plans for topics 
that were not resolved at that session. 
The distribLttion for the TECHNIQUE 
. 
session proceedings 
includes all key Ltsers (attendees noted) and the 
participating department or work group managers. The 
this CAD/CAM appl:ications group also receives a copy of 
mechanism. 
3.6.2 CAD/CAM Newsletter 
The CAD/CAM newsletter is used when session work shoLlld be 
distributed directly to the manufacturing 
. . 
eng1neer1ng 
users. This information is generally technical data that 
is of immediate importance to the application users. 
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TECHNIQUE newsletter topics can be distributed to all 
eng1neer-s. However, certain topics will reqL,1 re selected 
distribLttion. An example requir-ing selected distribution 
would be a notice on the enhanced dimensioning facility for 
tool designers. The newsletter distribution is processed in 
a timely manner-. The ·rECHNI(JUE cycle ( f i Qlll'""e 14) 
incorporates newsletter availability on the fifth day after 
a session (when r-equir-ed). 
TECHNIQUE session origins will 
Newsletter-s generated from 
be backed-up as part of 
normal newsletter- pr-ocess1ng pr-ocedures. ·rhe sess1 on 
proceedings hold a reference to the newsletter for audit 
tr a i 1 pLtr-poses. 
3.6.3 Management Reviews 
Management reviews will be necessary to r-eport the progress 
of 1-ECHN I GJUE to participating man ag e1,.. s and their 
111anagement. These reviews pr-ovide management with the 
neecjs and progr-ess of their manLtf actLtr-i ng engi neer-s with 
respect to CAD/CAM pr-oduction applications. 
also creates the mechanism for renewin(;} 
commitment for the support of TECHNIQUE. 
a:::· 1. 
'-'· 
This r·evi ew 
management 
The management reviews for TECHNIQUE take two forms. 
1. QLtartJ:?rly review - This review is accomplished by 
management participation in a meeting that presents 
the status of TECHNIQUE. 
2. Selective review - This 
select management as 
moder-ator-. 
3.7 Implementation 
review 
r- e q Ll i r- e d 
is scheduled with 
by the TECHNIQUE 
The subject of TECHNIQUE implementation was approached by 
Ltsing the concept of "strLtctLtred analysis." This concept 
promotes the development of a task through 
. 
a progressive 
set of activities. ·r h e i n p Ll t , controls, mechanisms, and 
OLttpLlt of each activity are generated as the task 
. 
1S 
decomposed into basic elements. The analysis tool used in 
this study is IDEF ( r:., '7 ) 
-- . 
This tool was developed to 
Integrated Computer pr-ovide structured analysis . 1n the 
Aided Manufacturing (!CAM) project The complete IDEF 
model for TECHNIQUE implementation is found in Appendix A. 
TECHNIQUE 1s implemented within an organization using a 
• 
phased approach. This approach contains five phases. The 
phases have been developed to logically group the 
implementation events. Figure 19 presents the hierarchy for 
implementing TECHNIQUE. 
PHASES 
HIERARCHY FOR TI-E IMPLEtENTATIOf\J OF TECl-ft..JIOUE 
EDUCATION 
PROPOSAL 
COMMITMENT 
ORGANIZATION 
EVALUATION 
--
--
F'i gttre 19 
·-- ..... 
-. '• 
'-J•.-• 
CUMULATIVE 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
INVOLVEMENT 
CAD/CAM 
APPLICATIONS 
+ 
MFG.ENG. 
MGMT. 
+ 
DEPT. 
MGMT. 
+ 
KEY 
USERS 
+ 
MFG.ENG. 
' 
This hierarchy displays the implementation phases with the 
associated cumulative organization involvement at each 
phase. The graphic indicates that TECHNIQUE is implemented 
1n a top-down manner to establish a solid, broad base 
within the organization. This base provides the seed that 
is grown throughout the organization to meet the objectives 
of this medi Ltm. 
3.7.1 Phases of Implementation 
EdLtcati on 
TECHNIQUE implementation begins with the EdL,cation phase. 
The name j_ndicates the knowledge generating function of this 
phase. This objective can be accomplished by reading and 
understanding this document. This effort will emphasize the 
strategy and strL1<:tL1re of the medi Ltm. 
This phase also requires that an organizational readiness 
review be condLtcted~ The review woL,ld ascertain the status 
of the integration of CAD/CAM technologies within the 
organizatior,. This 1--ev1ew notes the benefit cantribLttion 
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provided by these applications. The organizational 
involvement in this phase is the responsibility of the 
CAD/CAM applications group. 
Figure 20 presents the Education phase process. 
INTE REST -KNOWLEDGE 
- -
-- EDUCATION 
-
-
-- MODE RATOR 
ORGANIZATIONAL 
--
~ TE~I(l( IXlDENT -
REA0It£SS 
F i g Ll ,,.. e 2 C> 
Proposal 
The Proposal phase of TECHNIQUE implementation 1s based on 
the effort expended in the Education phase. T'he objective 
of this phase is to solicit and achieve support for the 
interdepartment medium. .. rhe e~·:ecLtti ve sLtmmary of ·rECHNIQUE 
pr-esent.ed in s;e~ct ion ··:r 8. .... • . l S LlSed for this pLtrpose • 
summary 1s used as a ·discussion focal point with background 
originating 1n the presentor~s understanding of this study. 
,:;;· c.-. 
Wi.J 
Organization support at the Proposal phase origina
tes with 
manufactLlring 
ma,:-.agement. 
engineering and CAD/CAM applications 
ThL1s, the cumulative organization involvement 
will increase with the introduction of these gr
oups to the 
process. 
Figure 21 presents the Proposal phase process. 
MODERATOR 
EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 
Commitment 
-
--
-
PROPOSAL -D1T. SlPPrnT 
1=- i g Ll r e 2 1 
·rhe c:c>mmi tmer,t. phase of implementation requires
 the key 
user selection process in each department or 
work group. 
This phase involves the 
manLtfactLtring 
. . 
eng1neer1ng. 
depar·tment 
Department 
managers 
or work 
of 
grOLlp 
participation commitment 1s displayed in the assig
nment of 
the key user for that group. ·rhe output of th
is phase is a 
list of all key user members of TECHNIQUE. 
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Figure 22 presents the Commitment phase process. 
DEPT. USERS 
-
- COMMITMENT --
... KEY lEER LIST DEPT. MGMT. 
Fi gLlre 22 
Organization 
The organization of TECHNIQUE occurs in implementation phase 
f DLlf" • The objective of this phase is to get the medium 
underway and begin its contribution to the enterprise. The 
output of this process 1s an organized gr-oup of key users 
that are knowledgeable 1n the strategy and structure of 
1-Ef~l-iN I QUE. The knowledge includes familarity of the 
information exchange mechanisms. The relationship of the 
intra-department meeting is also stressed in this phase. 
This implementation phase complete~ ths organjzational 
involvement as displayed 1n figure 19. The basis of 
TECHNIQUE 1s now established in the brganization. The 
TECHNIQUE moderator 1s charged to generate efficiency~ 
innovation and member involvement in this medium. This 
mission is suppor-ted by the management commitment. 
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Figure 23 presents the Organizatiori phase process. 
MODERATOR 
R LIST KEY USE 
ANNOUN 
NEWSL 
CEMENT 
ETTER 
I(lf TEC~ 
OCW1ENTATI0N 
Evaluation 
-
-
-
--
ORGANIZATION --- -
-- TE 
-
-
-
-
-rhe Evc\lLtation phase o+ ·rECHNIQUE :implement,:\tion completes 
the process of introduction into an organization. The 
objective of this phase 1s an attempt to quantify the 
progress of the medium in mee·ting TECHNIQUE objectives. The 
outcome of this process may require that modifications i
n 
approach be made. This effort is required to customize the 
TECHNIQUE structure to the organization~ 
5E3 
Figure 24 presents the Evaluation phase process. 
STATUS FORM 
~ 
-
TECHN !QUE ----
-.... 
MFG.ENG. 
USERS 
The evaluation phase 
applications group. 
EVALUATION 
Fi yLlre 24 
IS condLtcted 
-
-
CIBT ()1IZED 
TECHNI(ll 
by the CAD/CAl"l 
This occurs after four months of 
ope1,-at ion .. This evaluation is continued on a periodic basis 
to ensure the effective performance of this medium. The 
TECHNIQUE Status form is used for this evaluation. This 
format is presented in figure 25. 
3.7.2 Implementation plan 
·rhe~ i rnp 1 emerlt.at ion p 1 ctrl f cJ,,_ ·rEC:HI\J I QUE is pr ese11ted 
. 1n 
This plan is proposed 1n the Gantt chart format 
< 24) • 
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TECHNXQU~ EVALUATX~N rORM 
--------
--------
--------
-
y N 
y N 
y N 
1. Do yoLl feel you are better informed with 
respect to production CAD/CAM applications 
since your organization implemented TECHNIQUE? 
ls your departrnent,s knowledge 
production systems increasing. 
3~ Do you feel that your 
CAD/CAM applications 
department,s function? 
management is 
as related 
of the 
aware of 
to yoLtr 
'{ N 4. Is the CAD/CAM applications group or center of 
competence solving your concerns and problems'? 
y N 
y N 
y N 
C.omments: 
5. Del you feel your department 
getting its needs defined 
groLtp? 
1s more involved in 
to the applications 
6. Have you defined any problems to be taken up by 
TECHNIQUE? 
7. Are you a key user? 
8. What is your department number? 
l 
------------
----~~--------·-------~--
-~-------------
- - ..... - ·-- - -- - ..... ·-_ .. - ..... -
-- --- ·-- - - -- -- - --···- - ..... -
- -·- -·- ·-· ·-···- ........ _ -- -- - -- -
- -... ·- ·-- ....... _ - ....... ----· ·-- - ...... ....
.;. .......... -
---~--------------------
----------·--------·-----
---------~---~~--
-.--•- •-•• ••••• •--•• ·-- ·-- -- --·
•-• •-••···- •-M -••. _ .. _ .. -- - ··- M .................. -- M-··- ·-·IM••, .. _ -· - •••- .. - ~ ...... - -· ·- -- ·--· -- -- - - ...... •N- -- ,_.. __ - -:-. ....,_ - -- .- - ..... - ..... .... 
Fi gLtre 25 
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TECHNIQUE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
ACTIVITY WEEK I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 
I 
I • READ AND UNDERSTAND I I I I I TECHNIQUE DOCUMENT . . I I 
2. PROPOSAL REVIEW I I I . I 
WITH MANAGEMENT 
. . . 
'I I l 
3. PARTICIPATING DEPT. 
:1 MANAGEMENT REVIEW I I . - ·- . . ... - . . .... . ·- .. . •. . . . . . . 
WITH SELECTION OF I I l KEY USER 
" 4. GENERATION OF INFOR-
J 
--~· l I 
i.D MATION LETTER TO ALL ... . : .. ·.··· ·- ' .. _ ... .. - . ' . . . .. . : I. . ·· . - ---. -·· . . . . ' . r I_'. I 
- KEY USERS ':(t., 1 l 
. 
. i,;;.,., m : 
·t·.J 5. DEVELOP KEY USER .r i 
.l O"- PARTICIPATION LIST .l ·. . - . . _-_·. I' J: I 
6. KICKOFF MEETING 
.0 :.1 NOTICE : I, 
7. CAD/CAM NEWSLETTER I· . i l •· ......... · ... '. TO ALL USERS ... _. . I: I 
8. KICKOFF MEETING I • 5 
I' (D HOURS 
9. TECHNIQUE SESSION I I ·O· I ..... 0 10. TECHNIQUE SESSION 2 I 0 I I • TECHNIQUE SESSION 3 I 
12. TECHNIQUE EVALUATION I + 4 MONTHS 
I 
3.8 Executive Summary 
This section of the project is developed to streamline the 
implementation of TECHNIQUE. The following pages are 
presented in a format that readily supports the creation of 
overhead transparencies. These tranparencies would be used 
1n the Education, F'roposal, and Commitment phases of 
implementation. 
The format of this summary will support the needs of many 
organizations due to the basic facts presented. The 
presentor retains the latitude to customize the concepts to 
his audience and implementation plan. 
content as shown in figure 27. 
This summary has the 
CONTENT OF THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY _______________ ....,. _________________ _ 
Title 
Statement of need 
Objectives 
r-=·art.i ci pat.i 01, 
TECHNIQUE cycle 
Awareness mechanisms 
Technical support 
Scope of TECHNIQUE 
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A MEDIUM WITH WHICH TO INTEGRATE 
THE MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
WITH CAD/CAM TECHNOLOGIES. 
\ 
I 
~ 
\ 
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STATEMENT OF NEED 
-----------------
Enginaering growth in th• uaa of CAD/CAM applications 
raquiras thAt the limitad tachnical support resources be 
directed so as to most efficiently manage increasing 
numbers of systems users. 
64 
OBJECTIVES 
---------
-
USER ACCEPTANCE 
INFORMED USER 
DEPARTMENT SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
MANAGEMENT AWARENESS 
IMPLEMENTATION EFFORT USER PARTICIPATION 
CENTER OF COMPETENCE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
SOLVE USER PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 
rj . . 
. 
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PARTICIPATION 
--~-----------
KEY USERS - rapr•••nting each department. 
MODERATOR - representing CAD/CAM applications. 
MFG ENGINEERING 
USER DEPARTMENTS 
KEY USERS 
MODERATOR 
TECHNIQUE 
66 
( 
THE TECHNIQUE CYCLE 
--------WEEK I ---- ----WEEK 2----· ·-----· -· --· ------. . I · · 
I 2 3 4 5 6 71 
\ 
TECHNIQUE 
SESSION A 
PROCEEDINGS 
DISTRIBUTION 
f\EWSLETTER 
67 
-~:, 
2 3 4 5 6.- 7 I 
DEPARTMENT . 
SESSION 
I 
TECHNIQUE 
SESSION B 
AWARENESS MECHANISMS 
--------------------
SESSION PROCEEDINGS 
o summarize topics 
o present solution• 
CAD/CAM NEWSLETTER 
c user direct channal 
o select distribution 
MANAGEMENT REVIEWS 
o quarterly raviaN 
o selective review 
68 
\ 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
-----------------
CAD/CAM APPLICATIONS GROUP 
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING 
TECHNIQUE 
69 
SCOPE OF TECHNIQUE 
------------------
ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS 
CAD MODELING AND STRUCTURE 
DATA BASE CONTENT AND ACCESS 
ENGINEERING AND MFB. INTERFACE 
FILE STRUCTURE AND NOMENCLATURE 
HUMAN FACTORS - ERGONOMICS 
LOSON ID - PRIVILEGE TABLES 
METHODS INTERCHANGE 
MANUFACTURING REVIEW METHODS 
APPLICATION STANDARDS 
SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION 
MFG. ENGINEERING WORKSTATION 
·' 
The field survey conducted in the development of this thesis 
had definite contribution to this study. 
the SLlt'"'Vey was to substantiate the 
The pLtrpose of 
findings of the 
liter-at.Ltr-e (as presented in the IntrodLtction) and validate 
the formulation of the TECHNIQUE medium. The Ltse of this 
survey 1s responsible for introducing a current~ broadbase 
industrial perspective to the thesis. 
I 
The par·ticipants 1n the survey were selected from an 
industrial manufacturing engineering environment. This 
envi ,--on,nent incl Llded CompLlter Assisted Design and 
Manufacturing applications implemented to accomplish the 
function responsibilities 1n the product development and 
manufacturing cycle. 
4.1 Value Judgements 
The appr-oach used to corraborate th·e formLtlation of 
1·EcHNIQUE was based on a "ser-ies of valLte JLldgements 11
 made 
by ind i vi dLtal 
. 
eng111eers. l'he concept of j Ltdgemerats 
derived from decision theo~y as presented by Tribus (23). 
' ".·., 
·71 
. 
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-This concept consists of three elements: 
1. Indications - information that is used as given 
data or input to the value judgement. 
2. Actions - alternatives or mechanisms available to 
the participant. 
3. Outcomes - the consequences of the actions. 
The most useful decision or judgement can only be gained 
when objective rationality (24) is employed. This woLtl d be 
the situation when all the participants in the survey have 
total knowledge of the environment. They would also need to 
exhaustively develop the alternatives with which they are 
presented. 
this stLtdy. 
Ltsi ng the 
This degree of rationality 1s not feasible for 
However, good judgements can be expedited by 
above decision elements. Specifically, the 
indications or givens must be developed to the extent that 
·they provide the basic facts of the environment. ·rhese 
facts are integrated with a participant~s experience to 
form interpretations or judgements. This method is shown 
as f i gLtr-e 28. 
FACTS 
-
EXPERIENCE 
~ ~ 
\J V 
JUDGEMENT 
Fi gLtre 28 
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4.2 Burvay Format 
The technique used for the collection of this survey data 
is a decision matrix. This format provides a layout of the 
situation that is evaluated by a ranking scheme. .fhe LlSe 
of this method in this study is founded in the concept of 
Lttility theory. 
Harrison (25) suggests that the concept of utility theory 1s 
making a decision 1n order to maximize the amount of 
satisfaction or utility perceived from this decision. 
Utility 1s based on the values and preferences of the 
engineering participant. This is the input that the survey 
is searching for. User acceptance of CAD/CAM technologies 
in the manufacturing engineering function 1s developed from 
Ltser s. These users are people that have values and 
pt-ef erences. Thi? i npLtt mLtst be i ncorparated 1n an 
effective medium whic_h has the charter to integrate people 
arid technology. 
This survey uses a nominal scale as a measL,re of Lttility. 
·rhe nominal scale approach assigns description or 
numbering scheme to the utility of a TECHNIQUE mechanism. 
·7·.-r 
'• 
...... 
This numbering scheme is presented as figure 29. 
UTILITY SCALE 
,-1 ---sl----ilr-------.•1-----Jea---66----=;1~-----.1e1----••--...... ,o 
I I I I I I 
----HIGl~I ----
Fi gLtre 29 
The decision matrix used in this survey was formulated by 
reviewing the work of Dieter ( 26). This matrix has the 
TECHNIQUE objectives as the horizontal axis. Also, the 
mechanisms that TECHNIQUE brings together to accomplish 
these objectives are presented on the vertical axis. 
The matrix 1s evaluated by using the numbering scheme 
(figure 29) to note the utility of each mechanism with 
respect to the objectives. An example of this method is 
shown in figure 30. 
MECHANISM 
OF ACCO 
•A• HAS HIGH UTILITY (9) 
MPLISHING OBJECTIVE I. 
MECHANISMS 
MECHANJ:SM A 
Fi gLlre 3() 
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The survey form is shown as fiqure 31. 
CAD/CAM FIELD SURVEY 
cet-0.X:TED DY, 
OAVIO H. A&R 
1-WJ..F'AC~IOO SYSTEMS ~It-£ERI00 
OEPAATt-£NT CJ: Itd.JsTRIAL rnJit£ERit-0 
LEHIQ-1 U~lvm5ITY 
l 
MECHANISMS 
A ~ORMAL USER GAOU? 
OR OAGAN~ZAT~ON W~T~~N 
THE P~ANT OR FAC~~~TY 
USE:R SUP?ORT 
F~OM T~E CAD/CAM 
CENTER OF COMPETENCE 
FOCUSED MGMT. SUPPORT 
FOR CAO/CAM APPLrCATJ:ON 
J:MPLE:ME:NTATJ:ON 
DEPARTMENT SESS~ONS 
ON PROOUCTJ:ON 
CAD/CAM APP~XCATXONS 
DEPARTMENT OR WORK GROUP 
HKEY USER• FOCAL POXNT 
~N~OAMAT~ON .EXCHANGE 
NEWSLETTER.TECH. UPDATES 
PROGRESS REPORTS 
ST~UCTU~ED USER XNPUT 
TO COAPORATE POL~CY 
GENERATXNG TASKFORCES 
r l I I 
• ,_ 
' 
I 
& 
o. 
' 
UTILITY SCALE 
I 2 ·-3 
I_ ----.LOV--.....,1 
~ ~ 6 7 
I_---. KDIUi-t-1 ----1 
Fi gLfre 31 
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4.3 Surv•y Analysis 
The analysis of the survey raw data as pres
ented in Appendix 
B will be performed in the following m
anner. The raw 
utility sums for each mechanism across all
 participants will 
be plotted. The format for these plots w
as developed using 
the presentation graphics template appro
ach in Aber (27). 
This format is presented as figure 32 u
sing mechanism 1 
data. 
6 
5 
F 4 R 
E () 
..... 
U 3 
E 
N 
C y 2 
1 
• 
FREQUENCY OF UTILITV SUM PLOT FOR 
MECHANISM: FORMAL USER GROUP 
4 c; .... 6 
UTILITV SCALE 
Fi gLtre 
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The plot presentation of the raw data for each mechanism is 
supported by the statistical analysis (28). The oLttput of 
plotting and analysis are presented in Appendix C. 
The survey average (X) for each mechanism's utility 
sum (X) is computed using the following equation. Then 
term represents the number of participants in the 
SLtrvey. 
-
X 1 
n 
n 
lt=l X 
The survey standard deviation Cs) 1s computed as 
shown in the following equation. 
n 
-
s. = E (Xj 
J=l . 
X) 
n - 1 
The range of the survey data (maximum value 
mininum value) will also be presented for each 
mechanism. 
range= CX max - X min> 
4.4 Survey Request 
The following request for participation was used for 
arranging industrial input to this project. ,-he for mat of 
the reqLtest addresses all perceived concerns of the 
participating organizations. The presentation developed to 
introduce the field survey to the engineering participants 
is included as Appendix D. 
DATE: 
FROM: 
October 
' 
1984 
Industrial Cbntact - Location 
David M. Aber - Graduate Student 
Manufacturing Systems Engineering 
Department of Industrial Engineering 
P~ckard Lab #19 Lehigh University 
F' h • ( 2 1 5 ) 8 61 - 4 C> 4 2 
SUBJECT: Thesis Project Field Survey 
participation in a survey of selected 
is implementing CAD/CAM technologies to 
schedule, and quality advantages in their 
I reqLtest yoLtr 
i ndLtstry t.hat 
achieve cost, 
bLtsi r,ess. 
The objective of this survey is to derive a series of value 
judgements for ''mechanisms vs. CAD/CAM objectives 
acco,npl ished" from ManLt·factLtring Engineers. ·rhese Ent:;)ineers 
are selected from an industrial environment where Computer 
Assisted Design and Manufacturing tools are implemented to 
accomplish the Manufacturing Engineering function 
responsibility. 
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Participation in this survey would require 10 Manufacturing 
Engineers for approximately 1 hour. I will conduct this 
survey at your facility in a conference room that would 
optimally provide a work surface for the engineers. The 
room should also allow overhead transparency projection. 
This survey uses the value matrix as attached for each 
engineer~s response. The format of this 1 hour meeting is 
displayed in the agenda that follows. 
1 • 1 N·rRoouc·r I ON 
2. SURVEY OBJECTIVES 
3. SURVEY DISCUSSION 
4. SURVEY EVALUATION 
This survey is part of my thesis development for a Master 
of Science in Manufacturing Systems Engineering degree from 
Lehigh University. The title of this thesis is 11 A mediLtm 
with which to integrate the Manufacturing Engineering 
fLtnctional responsibility with CAD/CAM technologies." 
The thesis that uses the information acquired by this 
survey will be completed in December 1984. This document 
will not contain any reference to the participating 
companies. ·rhe raw data collected will be used to validate 
my independent effort in this subject. This thesis will be 
made available to you upon your request. 
I would like to conduct this survey on (Date mm/dd/yy) 
provided your schedule can accommodate this date. Please 
contact me with any questions this Request or Survey may 
generate. Thank you for your efforts. 
Sincerely!' 
·D.M. Aber 
Attachment 
cc: file 
The following coorespondence with the participating 
industries closed the field survey process in the study. 
DATE: 
TO: 
FROM: 
October 
' 
1984 
Industrial Contact - Location 
David M. Aber - Graduate Student 
Manufacturing Systems Engineering 
Department of Industrial Engineering 
Packard Lab #19 Lehigh University 
Ph. (215) 861-4042 
SUBJECT: Thesis Project Field Survey Closure 
Thank you for your participation in my survey of selected 
industry for the development of my thesis project. I value 
the time and effort you extended to me for this survey. 
I believe the results of this survey will be critical in 
the formulation of a medium with which to integrate the 
Manufacturing Engineering functional responsibility with 
CAD/CAM technologies. 
I will/not forward the final report as you have requested. 
Thank you for your efforts. 
Sincerely, 
D~M. Aber 
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4.5 Survey Results 
The results obtained from this survey of 
industry are presented in summary form below. 
. . 
engineers 1n 
l"hi s sLtmmary 
uses the nominal utility scale (1-10) to be consistent with 
f i gLlre '-:..'9 ..... . .. fhese resLll ts are segmented for each of the 
seven mechanisms proposed in the survey. The mechanisms 
are ways to meet the objectives outlined for TECHNIQUE. 
The plots and analysis that .supports this SLtmmar-y 
recorded in Appendix C. 
FORMAL USER GROUP: ____ .._ ............. ________ ........ _ .... _
response average (X) = 7. 5(> 
standard deviation (s) = 1.56 
range (X max - X min) = 6.29 
) 
USER SUPPoR·r: 
_ ......... -..................... _ ......... 
response average (X) = 7.74 
standard deviation (s) = 1.49 
range (X max - X min) = 5.28 
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FOCUSED MANAGEMENT SUPPORT• _____________ ..... ________ ......... _ ... _____ __ 
response average (X) = 7.44 
standard deviation (s) = 1.50 
range (X max - X min) = 5.57 
DEPARTMENT SESSIONS1 ____ .... _____ ..... _________ __ 
response average (X) = 7.46 
standard deviation (s) = 1.37 
range <X max - X min) = 5.86 
KEY USER: 
_ ................. _.. ........ 
response average (X) 
standard deviation (s) - 1 ....... ~ - .· • ..:.. • ..,a 
range <X max - X min)= 3.71 
INFORMATION EXCHANGE: .,_ ..... _. ... ._....,.._ ..... _ __. .......... __ ..... __________ __ 
response average (X) 
standard deviation Cs) 
= 6.61 
- 1 · ··~6 
- . ·-· 
range (X ·max - X min) = 5.43 
STRUCTURED INPUT: 
......... _ .................................................... ..... 
response average (X) = 5.71 
standard deviation (s) = 1.65 
range CX max - X min)= 6.14 
CONCLUSIONS 
------------
The integration of manufacturing engineering with CAD/CAM 
technologies 1s proposed by this study. The method of 
integration is a medium that is structured from components 
of an organization. This structure 1s bound with a 
strategy that pLtl 1 s known mechanisms together 
. 
1n a Ltn1 qLte 
format. I give this unique format the name 
term refers to the TECHnical, New, Innovative, a QLtal i ty 
-- User Effectiveness generated by the use of the medium. 
The establishment of TECHNIQUE began with a review of the 
l i t er r..-\ t Ll r e . ·rhis review yielded the current situation in 
the growt~ and benefits of CAD/CAM applications. This 
information was aug,nented by the factors that contribL,te to 
a SL.le c essf Ll 1 application of new technology. 
organizationally generic information lacked context. The 
organizational model for manufacturing engineering provided 
the context for this ~tLtdy. The information derived from 
the literature was toned with industrial experience in the 
field of CAD/CAM applications to present alternatives. 
8 ..... ..:;. 
These alternatives represent the paths available to an 
organization that is committed to the implementation of 
compLlter- integr-ated manufacturing. The alternatives were 
reduced by an analysis of their results. 
required were both short term and long term. 
The results 
Shor-t term 
gains are 1n the form of the benefits that justified the 
developn1ent of an application. Long term gains repr-esent 
growth 1n an enterprise and development of the peop
le 
associated with the organization. ·rECHNIQUE is formed from 
the structured evolLttionary alternative selected for this 
st Ltdy. 
TECHNIQUE is a medium formulated to meet objectives obtained 
from e~·~per1ences a11d verified by the literatLlre. The 
developn1ent of this medium as oresented is complete. 
i n c 1 Ltd es a 1 1 information needed to approach implementation 
into an organization. The unique cost of implemention was 
n o t i n c 1 Ltd e d • ·r h i s s L\ b j e c t w i 1 1 var· y vJ i d e 1 y as t o the 
e.>~ tent c>+ i ,np l ementat. ion. ·rhe cost area~5 (mainly time 
r e q Ll i r em en t s ) are imbedded 1n this study. However, the 
theme of 1·ECHNIQUE must be maintained as a medium to 
r·ecove~ the benefits that justify production applications 
of CAD/CAM te<:hnology. 
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The mechanisms that are included in the structure of 
TECHNIQUE were evaluated by engineers in industry. The 
• 
field survey provided this function. The results obtained 
by the survey substantiated the seven mechanism~s utility. 
The evaluated utility was meeting the objectives set forth 
for TECHNIQUE. 
The last mechanism, structured corporate standards or 
applications input, 1s noted as having a medium utility. 
This is explained ~y the source of· the data. The 
manufacturing engineers interviewed, considered themselves 
autonomous from a corporate structLtre. However, this 
mechanism 1s extremely important for a manufacturing 
enterprise that has off-site, vendor, and multi-national 
stakeholders. Therefore, this mechanism was retained as a 
part of TECHNIQLJE. 
This stLldy uses the nlanufacturing engineering function as 
its organizational model. However, the findings and 
. ' 
formulation are directly transferable to other 
. . 
eng1neer1ng 
functions. The basis of this concept 1s the unique ability 
for engineering functions to choose applications to assist 
their job tasks. ·rherefore, the production applications of 
CAD/CAM technology must be promoted and sL1pparted by the 
TECHNIQUE medium. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS ___________ .... __ _ 
I ·recommend that TECHNIQUE be approached by an enterprise 
. 
LlSl ng two fold plan • The first part of this plan 
involves a review of the organization. The second part of 
this plan includes the implementation of TECHNIQUE into 
that organization. 
The organizational review begins with the reading and 
understanding of this document. The concepts presented are 
used to evaluate the current status of the organization 
with r-espect to CAD/CAM applications. The process 
. 
1S 
enhanced with a review of the commitment the enterprise has 
. 
for these technologies. The or-ganization 1s now r-eady to 
appr-oach the implementation of TECHNIQUE. 
Implementation of TECHNIQUE into an organization initiates a 
structured evolutionary process for the realizati6n of 
CAD/CAM benefits. -r·his mediLlm is designed for the LtniqLte 
of an engineering function within an reqLli r-ements 
enterpr-ise .. The implementation 1s dir-ected by this study 
and customized by the specific needs of the organization. 
The result of this effort is an active and responsive medium 
with which to i 1,tegr-ate the . . eng1neer1ng f Llnct i anal 
responsibility with CAD/CAM technologies. 
/ 
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The IDEF Model forw the Implementation of TECHNIQUE 
The I DEF model for the Implementation of TECHNIQUE was 
developed from the perspective as presented below. 
This model of implementation 15 taken as a 
subsystem to the development of a media with which to 
integrate the man Lt f a c t Lt r i n g 
. . 
eng1neer-1ng fLtncti anal 
responsibility with CAD/CAM technologies. Therefor-e, this 
model uses the strategy and structure of TECHNIQUE as a 
control to the implementation activity. 
The viewpoint of the author of this model 15 
that of an implementor. This model was approached as the 
development of a tool or plan of implementation. 
The purpose of this model is to approach the 
development of an implemention scheme for TECHNIQUE using a 
structured analysis concept. The concept introduces the 
decomposition of a complex activity into basic activity. 
cont·rols, mechanisms, and outputs of these 
basic activities are established to aid the development of 
an implementation plan. 
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14c, 
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